
Chap ter 4

Oppression at the Cultural Level

The question is not 'is there life after death?' but rather 'is there liJe after birth?'

-SaulAlinskY

lntroduction
In Chapter 2, it was pointed out that culture in the broad sense is often absent in the

social work literature. Mainstream writers tend to associate it with ethnicity, and

progressive writers tend to lump it in with structural variabies. This is unfortunate,

given that culture is ubiquitous in everyday life, that everyone participates in cultural

practices, and that many of these practices contribute to or maintain relationships

of domination and subordination. Culture is not just something to be studied-it
is a lived phenomenon. There is a culture associated with every group in society,

including professionals such as social workers. The eminent critical social theorist

Ben Agger (LOOZ;2006) contends that the interdisciplinary freld of tultural studies'

(described by progressives of all sorts as a major academic revolution as we start the

new millennium) is one of the most important contemporary theoretical movements,

drawing on a variety of interrelated sources including the work of Marxist sociologists

of culture, the Frankfurt School, feminist theorists, andlpostmodernists. He argues

(ZOO1) that cultural studies has transformed the humani{ies in two ways' First, it has

challenged the canon-that is, the pieces of literature that were thought to convey

indispensable Western knowledge and values (i.e., knowledge and values associated

with a bourgeois, Eurocentric male living in a capitalist society)-and broadened

it to include work done by women, minority grouPs, and non-Western artists and

writers. Second, it has broadened the meaning of culture to include popular culture

as a legitimate area for cultural analysis and criticism. Agger also argues that what he

calls the new scholarship in the humanities, of which cultural studies is a part (as is

feminist studies, queer theory, critical race theory, postmodernism, post-structuralism,

and post-colonialism), has informed critical social science in that it views cultural

discourses and practices as ideological and commodified and has helped to formulate

more general theoretical understandings ofsociety. Thus, cultural studies is truly inter-

disciplinary, with no discipline (including social work) falling outside its purview.

Table 4.1 highlights some of the main characteristics of cultural studies, which show

that it is obviously a critical social theory as defined in Chapter 1.
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o Cultural studies aims to examine its subject matter in terms of cultural practices

and their relation to power.lts constant goal is to expose power relationships and
examine how these relationships influence and shape cultural practices.

' Cultural studies does not view culture as a discrete entity divorced from its social
and political context. lts objective is to understand culture in all its complex forms
and to analyze the social and political context within which it manifests itself.. culture in cultural studies always per{orms two functions: it is both the oblect of
study and the location of political criticism and action. Cultural studies aims to be
both an intellectual and a pragmatic enterprise.

' cultural studies attempts to expose and reconcile the division of knowledge,lo
overcome the split between tacit (i.e., intuitive knowledge based on local cultures)
and objective (so-called universal) forms of knowledge. lt assumes a common
identity and common interest between the knower and the known, between the
observer and what is observed.

o cultural studies is committed to a moral evaluation of modern society and to a
radical line of political action. The tradition of cultural studies is not one of value-
free scholarship but of social reconstruction by critical political involvement. Thus,
cultural studies aims to understand and change the structures of domination
everywhere but in industrial capitalist societies in particular.

Source: Srrdar anrl Van Loon 2004, 9.

For all the above reasons, I followed the lead of Neil Thompson (tolz; zoo2) and
included culture in the first edition of this book in 2002 (informed by tultural
studies') as one area or level where oppression, resistance, and anti-oppressive practice
can occur. Since that time, although lip service has been paid, little serious treatment
ofculture from a critical perspective has appeared in the literature on anti-oppressive
social work practice in Canada or the UK or the US. yes, books and articles have been
written on multicultural social work, culturally sensitive and culturally competent
social work practice, and social work practice with diverse populations, but as will be
discussed below, these approaches tend to equate culture with race (except for the
white race) and/or ethnicity (for example, see Multicurtural social work in canada,
edited byAleanAl-Krenawi andJohn Graham, 2003) and contribute verylittle to anti-
oppressive practice (see Nelson and McPherson 2003 for an insightful analysis on this
point). Seldom is there any discussion of dominant, subordinate, and alternative
cultures, or oppressive stereotrpes and how to confront them, or dominant discourses
and counter-discourses, or cultural issues outside of racial or ethnic groups. Nor is
there any discussion ofwestern culture (Nelson and Mcpherson 2003). where is the
discussion on class culture, disability culture, non-heterosexist cultures, or on cultures
related to primary language spoken, religion, country of birth/adoption, age, or on the
multi-dimensional nature of culture and the intersections of various cultures? And
where can you find any mention of the scholarship and contributions from the
revolutionary academic field of 'cultural studies' that straddle the intellectual and
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academic landscape from old established disciplines to new politicai movements,
intellectual practices, and modes of inquiry, such as Marxism, post-colonialism,
feminism, and post-structuralism? Instead of adhering to tired old social maintenance
'theories' such as systems and ecological approaches (which are not even theories)
and treating culture as the 'poor cousin in social work theory and practice, I believe
that we should turn to cultural studies as an activity ofcritical theory that challenges
accounts of mainstream culture that legitimate power, wealth, and elitism (Agger
1992) . rn my view, treating culture in a narrow way and ignoring scholarship from the
field of cultural studies have been serious impediments to the development of anti-
oppressive social work theory and practice, especially at the cultural level.

This is not to say that no work has been done in the area of analyzing culture
from a critical perspective and incorporating it into emancipatory social work and
social welfare practices. Peter Leonard's work (e.g., 1997;2001) in developing a

critical postmodern social work approach is an example. As well, two recent books
by American social work authors that focus on cultural social work hold some
promise for bringing culture out of its 'poor cousin' status in anti-oppressive social
work. Critical Multicultural Social Work (2008) byJose Sisneros et al. is written from
a critical perspective and focuses on cultural oppression and privilege . And Diuersity,
oppression and Change: Culturally Grounded social work (zooo) by Marsiglia and
I(ulis, also written from a critical perspective although not as critical as the work of
sisneros et al., avoids the laundry list approach ofreviewing all cultural groups and
their identities one by one and presents instead a'culturally grounded perspective'
that advances an understanding ofthe concept ofintersectionality.

This chapter presents a critical analysis ofculture as a site ofoppression, resistance,
and anti-oppressive practice. I take as my point of departure the contemporary mean-
ing of culture and how it differs from traditional anthropological and other views.
I will argue that because there are always multiple cultures that conflict with one
another, culture is highly political and there will always be a dominant culture that
helps to maintain the privileged position of the dominant group. The dominant
culture does this by promoting, imposing, and universalizing itself while repressing,
suppressing, and oppressing other cultures. The chapter also presents an analysis of
the oppressive features of 'pop (popular) culture,' along with an overview of different
critical theories or perspectives of culture, beginning with Marx and including
such notables as Lukdcs (reification), Gramsci (hegemony), the Frankfurt School
(the culture industry), the Birmingham centre for contemporary cultural Studies
(counter-hegemony), Baudrillardt postmodern perspective on culture (hyper-
reality and the simulation society), and the feminist perspective on culture (feminist
cultural politics to create a non-misogynist and gender-equal society). The concept
of stereotypes as a form of cultural oppression will be analyzed, as will the role of
language and discourse in keeping subordinate groups subservient to the dominant
group. Finally, social work as a profession will be examined with respect to the danger
that it could become an oppressive force in society instead of a liberating force.
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Culture (the 'Poor Cousin' in Social Work)

ln Chapter 2, culture was defined as a common set of values and norms, including

shared patterns of seeing, thinking, and acting, that a group holds. However, there

is no accepted universal definition or unitary notion of culture today. In fact,

communication-the 'ways and means' of sharing culture (linguistic, nonverbal,

symbolic)-is itself part of culture. For example, the terms 'popular culture' and

'mass culture' are used to refer to the electronic and print media that distribute

cultural messages in the form of music, television, novels, movies, and so on. Peter

Leonard (OeZ) identifies three common meanings of culture: (t) high culture-the
traditional hierarchical conception in which only the products evaluated positively

by elites are counted as culture (e.g., classical music, the arts); (2) popular or mass

culture in which the emphasis is on mass-produced cultural forms such as pulp

fiction, genre novels, television shows, movies, and videos; and (3) as the objects

of ethnographic study-cultures as ways of life of specific societies. Leonard then

proceeds to deconstruct these notions in a way that opens up cultural analysis to all

sorts of interpretive possibilities.

Proponents of postmodernism, post-structuralism, and cultural studies talk about

multiple cultures that often intersect with one another (e.g., cultures of class, gender,

race, nation). Indeed, as Agger QeeZ, e) notes, tultural politics is [today] considered

an important auxiliary of traditional class politics, more narrowly defined in economic

terms.' Like Leonard he argues that the concept of culture today is much broader than

the received high culture of various literary and philosophical canons. He claims that

much of the credit or momentum for expanding the notion of culture is due to the

sweeping transformations in information technology after World War II and that a

good deal of the momentum of cultural studies is attributable to the post-structural

turn in anthropology with its reflexive focus on the impact of anthropological

discourse on the cultures and peoples studied by anthropologists. Both Leonard and

Agger point out that the earlier modernist notions of culture are problematic because

they contain essentialist ideas about culture, making truth claims about the accuracy

of descriptions and analyses of 'other' cultures and universalizing cultural domination

rather than cultural pluralism.

To explore and present the complexities and various meanings of culture, along

with the competing theoretical, political, and methodological treatments and

critiques of culture, is well beyond the scope of this book.l The best I can do at this

point is to outline the concept of culture as it is used here in an attempt to further

our understanding of oppression and anti-oppression. I view culture in the broad

anthropological sense as any expressive activity that contributes to social learning'

This view is similar to that of the Birmingham School of Cultural Studies (discussed

in a subsequent section ofthis chapter). Members of the Birmingham School contend

that not all culture is institutionalized, because in the broadest sense, culture refers

to the language we use, along with the meanings, symbols, and interpretations of
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social reality. It includes ideologies, religious faiths, and the texts and representations
of social communication that we (as a society) produce. Seidman (tleS, ZOO)

articulates this broad view of culture: 'Culture is less the sort of thingwe associate

with museums, galleries, and prize-winning literature than the meanings-norms,
values, beliefs, ideals-that make up the stuffof everyday life.' Culture is what makes

us human. It provides the filters through which people look at their lives and the lives
of others in their social environments (Marsiglia and Kulis 2009). Culture enables

people to find connections and solidarity as they view and interpret the world around
them (Takaki 1993, cited in Marsiglia and Kulis 2OO9). However, these ideas and
beliefs change over time because culture is always evolving in its social and political
context. As well, not all persons respond in the same way to their common culture,
since they have different levels of adherence to the collective norms and different
interpretations of the cultural worlds they inhabit. Therefore, although it is important
that social workers understand culture and its impact on individuals (i.e., cultural
sensitivity and literacy), they should be aware of potential individual differences
within a culture to avoid essentialist conclusions and group stereotypes (takaki
1993, citedin Marsiglia and Kulis 2009).

As suggested above, society is saturated with culture. And because culture involves
social learning, it is inherently political, since social learning both communicates and
reproduces the social order. Williams (t9at, 13) underscores this political function
when he defines culture as 'the signifying system through which necessarily (though
among other means) a social order is communicated, reproduced, experienced and
exploredJ Thus, culture as a system of signifiers not only provides a sense of location
for individuals and communities, it also provides a location of conflict-an important
insight for anti-oppressive practice. Cultural social work writers such as Marsiglia
and Kulis (ZOOO) point out that an individualt culture is the outcome of a number
offactors such as class, gender, race, age, sexual orientation, and religion intersecting
with each other. Cultures also have a history and carry a story about their origins and
how they became what they are today. For these reasons, it is important to examine
the oppression ofcultural groups from historical and sociological perspectives.'Every
individual is a complex collection of identities that draw from many different types of
heritages and from membership in different social groups, and the individual plays a

role in how these identities are brought together' (Marsiglia and Kulis 2009, xviii).
In Western, pluralistic society, there are always multiple cultures that often conflict

with one another, but usually one culture dominates and a number of cultures are

subordinate. Consistent with critical postmodern thought, the dominant culture
attempts to remain dominant through the suppression of difference and multipliclty
inherent in a pluralistic society. In other words, one of the ways the dominant group
is able to maintain hierarchical divisions of class, gender, race, age, sexual orientation,
and the like is by promoting, imposingr and universalizing its own culture while
repressing or suppressing other cultures. This is not to say that culture is simply
imposed on people from without; rather, as the post-structuralists suggest, it is lived
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practice. In other words, culture is not only received by people as consumers, but it is
also produced and reproduced by the same people in everyday life. However, before
we explore how the dominant culture remains dominant, we first must consider some

of the elements of the dominant culture.

The Dominant Culture
Adam (1928, 30) states that 'Educational institutions, churches, the mass media,
the publishing industry, and other [cultural] agents serve as conduits of cultural
reconstitution, by continually reproducing the language and symbolic universe of a

society.' But what is it exactly that is reconstituted or reproduced? In a nutshell, the
dominant cultural messages, images, or products are those that present a world view
or define reality in ways that privilege males over females, affluent people over poor
people, white persons over persons ofcolour, heterosexual people over homosexual
or bisexual people, young adults over children and older adults, Christians over
non-Christians, able persons over persons with disabilities, anglophones over non-
anglophones, employed people over unemployed people, two-parent families over
other forms of families, North (industrialized countries) over South (industrializing
countries), Western societies over Eastern societies, liberal democracies over social
or socialist democracies, and capitalism over other economic systems. What we have

is a totalizing culture with inclusions and exclusions. Most people would fall within
some of the above categories of the dominant culture, but most people would also

fall outside many of the categories. A white woman, for example, is a member of the
dominant group with respect to race or colour but is a subordinate member with
resPect to gender. A loose argument could be that the more dominant characteristics
one has, the more privileged one tends to be. Also, the fact that almost everyone is a

member of at least one dominant group makes it difficult to challenge the dominant
culture, since everyone has at least a little stake in preserving it (this point is pursued
in Chapter 7).

Advertising, the news, entertainment, and other mass media forms produce and
distribute images and products that depict the dominant groups or social systems as

the norm-the 'official definition of reality' (adam 1978). Every day, dominant group
members see their identity groups, their religion, their social systems, their language,

and so on presented as the norm in the mass media, in their government bodies, in
advertising, and in other cultural arenas. In effect, they see themselves seamlessly

reflected in the bfficial culture' of sociefy. As Young ( tf lO, Sl) notes, 'the dominant
cultural products of the society, that is, those most widely disseminated, express the
experiencg values, goals, and achievements of these fdominant] groups.'

In contradistinction to the dominant groups, members of subordinate groups
discover themselves as symbols of the Other, manipulated in the transmission of the
dominant culture. Frantz Fanon (tlS6; 1989) argued that members of indigenous
populations in colonized countries characteristically feel inferior if they do not
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conform to the cultural values imposed by the colonizers and that when their own
culture is not validated, they become resentful and withdrawn (cited in Hopton
L997). The systematic selection ofparticular characteristics ofsubordinate g.oup
members for public presentation by agents of cultural transmission constructs
an image that rationalizes an inferior or fearful status for subordinate groups. For
example, even before the events of 11 september 2001, people from the Middle
East were constantly presented in American movies, television, and novels over
the past decade as swarthy, unshaven, sinister, fanatical terrorists who were hell,
bent on bringing the united States to its knees. Conversely, those fighting the evil
terrorists tended to be portrayed as youthful, white (sometimes with a token African-
American), English-speakingr Christian, and macho rn2lss-21 American cultural
and stereotypical ideal.

Studies and analyses of the cultural products and messages transmitted by the media
(in North America, at least) have shown that the dominant group and the status quo
consistently receive favourable treatment and, conversely, that subordinate groups
and their efforts to obtain social justice consistently receive negative treatment (see,
for example, Gitlin 1980). In an excellent chapter on community organizing and the
media, Biklen (1983) presents an overview of how and why the media protect the
status quo and undermine the legitimate aspirations and social change activities of
subordinate groups. Biklen looks at the news and entertainment functions of the
media separately (he does not Iook at advertising). He argues that both areas legitimate
the status quo by defining social reality in narrow terms that are more in accordance
with the lived reality of the dominant group than that of subordinate groups. The
media limit audiences'viewing and reading choices to events and interpretations that
fall within the prevailing institutional order. For example, crime is defined as most
devastating (i.e., front-page news) when a member of the upper socio-economic
group is the victim and least devastating (i.e., back-page or no coverage) when the
victim is a subordinate group member. The media define politics in terms of political
leaders and treat social movements, which are also political events, as one status step
above crime. Similarly, they de6ne power as something that a small group possesses
but do not suggest that this power is enjoyed by a few at the expense ofothers (usually
subordinate groups). Not only do the media treat power, politics, and crime narrowly
(and consistent with corporate values), but they do the same with regard to social
problems and other critical social phenomena. Biklen states as well that they treat
subordinate group members and social activists who attempt to change the status
quo and their issues as 'marginal, deviant, and not in the preordained set of legitimate
choices'(lla:, tSz).

Biklen argues that the pure entertainment part of the mass media includes many
of the characteristics of the news side. For example, television entertainment often
presents a stylized and/or stereotypical portrait of North America, which defines the
publict sense ofreality and the nature ofsocial conditions, social change, and viable
solutions to social problems in narrow terms that do not threaten the privileged
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position of the dominant group. Using one of Todd Gitlins (tOlS) critiques of
television, Biklen (tlS3, 163) says of its treatment of difference:

Television treats difference (for exampler poverty, homosexuality, aging) romantic-

ally, as a vehicle for humour, individualistically, or not at all. Situation comedies

portray poverty in a romantic, humorous light. Productions that deal with human
tragedy tend to treat genuine differences as individual problems with individual
solutions. Even when television ventures out to deal with controversial topics such

as racism, prejudice is often shown as laughable. The audience is largely protected

from the painful hurt and suffering that attend real-life prejudice. In more realistic

shows, we usually learn that social problems and personal differences rarely can ever

be solved adequately.

Many subordinate group activists find themselves presented by the media as

irresponsible and incompetent militants rather than as people who have suffered
first-hand from systemic and systematic discrimination, prejudice, and exploitation.
Biklen also makes the point that even when the media recognize the legitimacy of
a subordinate persory it is done in a way to suggest that the person is unusual or an
exception-not like the others. The media treat social movements in much the same
way that they do crime-overly concerned with its effects on the dominant group
and tending to sensationalize it. Rather than examining the issues central to public
protests and demonstrations, the media tend to focus on the dress, decorum, and size

ofthe group.

The experiences related in the box opposite are but a few examples of one way
society controls its dissidents, aided and abetted by the media-kill or defame the
messenger and you effectively kill or discredit the message. Fortunately, there have

been many instances in which the media have been used to promote the interests of
subordinate groups and to bring about social change. However, given the nature ofthe
media and the people who either own or largely control it, any attempt to use them
to promote the legitimate causes of subordinate groups requires careful planning to
prevent having the message twisted or subverted. Biklen provides some helpful sug-

gestions on how to use (and avoid being used by) the media.z Any practice of anti-
oppressive social work cannot ignore the fact that the mass media reach more people
more often than any other mode of communication.

The ethnocentric phenomenon of universalizing the dominant culture as the norm
and marginalizing subordinate cultures-as the media invariably do-was identified
as tultural imperialism' in Chapter 2. All people are socialized, to varying degrees,
into the dominant culture, and all social institutions are based on the culture of the
dominant group. Conversely, all bther' cultures are measured against the yardstick
of the dominant culture, and the more they deviate from the dominant culture, the
more they are judged to be deviant and inferior cultures. But how is this dominatiory
along with its social reproduction and social control functions, actually carried
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Media Bias against Social Protest

In the mid- 1980s, I was involved in a number of peaceful social protests in my
home province ofNew Brunswick. The media reporting ofone demonstration
(outside the legislative buildings) against cuts in health, education, and

social services gave prominence to the flowerbeds trampled by the 'rowdy

demonstratorsl (In fact, they were trampled by the rowdy reporters trying
to get photos of or interviews with the leaders of the protest.) Another
demonstration, which I helped to organize, had one of the largest turnouts

in recent memory in Frederictory the capital of New Brunswick. In spite of
the large turnout, the main question asked of me was how I could account for
the Iower than predicted turnout. Somehow, an inflated number of expected

crowd size had floated around before the demonstration. That became the

issue (and the headline)-not the concerns and suffering that had led to the

demonstration in the first place or even that it was the largest demonstration

in recent years. Some of my Aboriginal colleagues in New Brunswick have

told me that it is not unusual during their protests for the media to attempt to

elicit a comment from them about the possibility of violence or for reporters

to look through the windows of their vehicles for firearms and/or liquor
bottles. Of course, such actions by the media are based on the stereotipe of
drunkery violent, irresponsible 'Indiansi a stereotype often reflected in the

news reports.

out? And what are the cultural means whereby dominant cultures are universalized

and subordinate cultures repressed and suppressed? In an attempt to answer these

questions, we will examine the following four areas with respect to their contributions
to maintaining oppression at the cultural level: popular or mass culture; humour and

stereotypesi language and discourse; and the culture of (social work) professionalism

and respectability.

Popular/Mass Culture
As noted above, popular or mass culture refers to cultural forms that are either
mechanically or electronically mass-produced, such as movies, television shows,

popular fiction, and popular music. Several writers or schools of writers have

looked critically at the role of mass culture in reproducing dominant-subordinate
relationships. Although each of their theories or analyses is an incomplete explanation

of cultural oppression byitself cumulativelytheyhelp us to betterunderstand howthe
role ofsocial reproduction is carried out. As a corollary to understanding the social
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control and social reproduction functions of mass culture, we also develop means of

political resistance to dominant cultures and overall social change.

American critical social theorist Ben Agger (tggZ; ZOO1) has written extensively in

the area of cultural studies as a form of critical theory. It is mainly from his work that

I draw the following overviews of the contributions made by various critical theorists

to understanding oppression at the cultural level.

Critical Social Theories of Culture
Marx and ldeology
Karl Marx (arguably the founder of critical social theory) produced the earliest

critical social theory. Central to Marx's critique of capitalism and the culture of capi-

talism is the notion of ideologyJ Whereas the common meaning of ideology today

is a world view or a consistent set of social, economic, and political beliefs (Mullaly

2007), Marx used the term to refer to a system of mystifications that invert and distort

reality and create falsehoods to protect the capitalist status quo. Much of his critique of
capitalism identified ideas that justified (and mystified) its exploitative and oppressive

social relations and/or obscured more egalitarian social relations. Such ideas as

tapitalism is necessary' and 'it has a life of its own' were used by the early capitalists

(and are repeated by contemporary capitalists) to alleviate class-consciousness and to

prevent the working class from seeking alternative economic arrangements'

Marx and Engels (tSlS) argued that the ruling (i.e., dominant) ideas in a given

society are those of the ruling (i.e., dominant) classes and that these ideas, although

presented in ways that make them seem to be in everyonet best interests, actually

support the interests and privilege of the dominant class. Kellner (tggO) notes that

ideas such as competition and the right to accumulate unlimited property and wealth,

which serve the interests ofthe capitalist class, are presented as universally valid ideas

that serve the interests ofeveryone.

An example of how Marx engaged in a critique of capitalist ideology may help

to clarify this discussion. Marx identified religion (a form of culture) as part of the

ideological apparatus of capitalism and referred to it as 'the opiate of the massesi

By this he meant that because religion promised relief from suffering and misery in

the hereafter (by admission to heaven), it helped to console and pacify people and

reconcile them to material deprivation and occupational servitude here on Earth. In

this way, religion acted as an ephemeral narcotic. Marx was much more concerned

about the material conditions of 'life after birth than he was with a spiritual concern

of 'life after deathi and he saw the latter as a diversion from the former. He perceived

religious teachings such as 'Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth" as

false claims about society that only serve to convince people that radical change is

undesirable. Similarly, he perceived messages that capitalism was both inevitable and

a rational social and economic system as false claims to divert workers away from

the socialist revolution detailed in The Communist Manifesto thal Marx and Engels
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produced in 1g4g (Marx and Engels 1967). Theeffects of these false (ideorogicar)

::,'I:ffi:".:il}""*I" from"th"i. arienation and portray the extsting sociery as

of course, Marx wrote in the period of earry capitarism when the primary concernof many in the working .rrr, -.s to p,rt rooa on the t.ut". pr.o i*ded to identi$,culture as a mere reflection and extension of the economic urr. .r capitalism; inother words, his view of curture was that it simpry extoled and reflected the varuesof capitalism as doctrine' Most critical social theorists today believe that culture inIate capitalism or grobar capitalism i, *o-.h-*or. subtre, comprex, and pervasive thanthe way Marx perceived ii more th.r, roo y."rs ago. Rather than simpry reflectingthe economy or operating independentr y of n,curture today is seen by theorists asnecessarily appearing to operate independentry of the economy_otherwise, it wouldnot so effectivery maintain and cerel.ate the status quo. Thus, ideorogy continuesto be an important concept in the study and understanding of culture and cultural

'ft n'ffi .t:[Xxj;:[T:r']::;;';;;"rerormurate 
ju"*l*igi.,arconcept

As we, as being 
"i::'y and underdeveroped the ideorogy of capitarism in Marxttime was clear and visibre because it was contiined in books (e.g., the Bibre) or in statedassertions by capitarists. Because this ideology was conveyed in a visibre and audibreform' it seemed relativery easy to address ..r7."r"a" .I."r-.ut .t"i-ril"t oppressionand suffering in this worrd witi u" orr"..o-" r, the next worri r', ir"."*r by counter_factual claims tha! for example, there is no afterlife. However, this earry Marxist viewof ideology overrooks 

*^rj.-"r 
that ideology (r.1 ,, no, arways conveyed in the form ofa clear-cut text but is often concealed .rra irr.r, diffcurt a ,"rri. 

""i(i) ,, .ro, simplysomething that is read or received through ideorogicar indoctrination b.rt i, 
"rp"rr..r."din our everyday lives in which .rrbtr" Jnd ,rbli-irr"r messages ,." .o.r*y.d in waysthat are so tied into curturar dir.orrrr"r, p.".-tices, and experiences that we rose thedistinction between what is real and *irii r. ,u"r.ry. To account for these broadernotions of ideorogy and curture, we must turn to other criticar sociar theorists.

Reification and Hegemony
Two early twentieth-century theorists who aftempted to update, reformulate, andexpand Marxist theory are Georg Lukdcs and Antonio Gramsci. Although it was nottheir centrar focus, both add.".sJd ,n" .or,."p,, ofideology and curtu; Lukdcs wasamong the first Marxists to give serious atterition to curture in a way that suggestedthat in the form of art an{ litlratle 1r..., Irrgf,-.rf,ure), it was an important realm in

ffiffI*il*i". poritical i,,*,tigitio,,. ,l .Tao,h" h.b;;;;rree culture

Luk,cst *",, *""i-,,lJ:T:il,']il ;f:f"'#"?, **r,,.., ,r,", r".* n.aprophesied did not occur..As pari of his 
"*pt"rr"tior, Luk,cs (tszt)argued that ascapitalism advanced from its early form in the nineteenth century to a technorogicarform in the twentieth, workers did not r".. trr" same dire materiar conditions as
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existed earlier and began to accept capitalism as an inevitable and workable social and

economic system. According to Luk6cs, this is exactly the image of capitalism that the

capitalists wanted to nurture, and they increasingly manipulated class-consciousness

to convince people that radical social change was impossible. Luk6cs called this claim
'reification'-the reduction of social relations, culture, and ideas to inert Processes

that, like nature, appear frozen and hence unchangeable (Agger 2006). In other words,

reification supported the view of society as an immutable part of nature. Conservative

religious doctrine, evolutionary biology, and 'laws' (sic) of bourgeois economics were

used to rationalize this status quo position. Also, the development of state intervention

(including the welfare state) and the emergence and growth of the middle class served

to dampen any revolutionary fervour that may have previously existed among the

working class. Although Luk6cs made a significant contribution to understanding

how social relations under capitalism were reproduced in everyday life, his analysis

was predominantly a class analysis.

Antonio Gramsci, an Italian Marxist, extended the cultural critique beyond ideas

associated with a class-based ideology or cultural political economy. He perceived

culture as a relatively autonomous area of experience and practice with respect to

the economic system and analyzed culture to examine the conventional wisdom of
a society promoted in everyday life through various sources of hegemony (Gramsci

l97l).In Gramscit writings, hegemony refers to the unquestioned dominance of all

conformist ideas that support the interests of the group promoting them. These ideas

embody social structures and Iead to a reproduction of society. The following is a good

summary of the meaning of hegemony.

As part ofa continuous historical process, through control ofthe education system,

religious institutions, the mass media, and internationally, through economic and

cultural irnperialism, those at the top of the [social] hierarchy can produce and

promote ideologies that help to justify their position at the top, iustifying the power

and privileges that this position brings. It is necessary for the dominant SrouP to

promote the belief that the social hierarchy is necessary for the well-being of society

as a whole and that the current social structure is inevitable and natural [McDonald
and Coleman 1999,221.

Hegemony goes beyond clear-cut texts that contain falsehoods or indoctrination

about the necessity for and rationality of the present society. It also refers to the

ways in which domination is produced not only from outside everyday life (through

the structures of capitalism) but also from within everyday life by people who are

resigned to their subordinate positions and are often supportive and enthusiastic

about the 'goods' society. In fact, Gramsci and subsequent critical social theorists

have made the point that the most effective hegemonic messages are those concealed

in various discourses of popular culture and in people's everyday experiences

and activities.
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Kellner (1SSO) distinguishes between hegemony and propaganda. Whereas

propaganda has the connotation ofdeliberate, planned, healy-handed, and coercive

manipulation, hegemony suggests a subtle process of incorporating persons into
particular patterns of belief and behaviour. Hegemony functions in ways that divert

people from their alienation by suggesting such relief as watching television or

shopping and subtly depict current society as rational, inevitable, and necessary.

This concept of hegemony goes a long way towards explaining how culture is a crucial

factor in maintaining dominance and exploitation, although not necessarily in any

deliberate or conspiratorial way.

Gramsci is important in another way as well. His view of society went beyond the

simplistic monolithic model of a belief that social institutions are merely instruments

of class or group domination. He recognized that in any society there is a competition

over which assumptions, ideas, beliefs, and positions are dominant. In his view,

hegemony is never established for all time but is always open to negotiation and/or
contestation-by efforts to establish counter-hegemony on behalf of subordinate

groups (Kellner 1990). The idea of developing counter-hegemony and contributing
to a crisis of the dominant hegemony, in my view, contains enormous potential for
antioppressive practice.

The Culture lndustry
The Frankfurt School theorists-Theodor Adornq Herbert Marcuse, and Max
Horkheimer and their heir apparent, Jiirgen Habermas-have made sophisticated

revisions to Marx's original works and have contributed enormously to the

development of critical social theory (see Jay 1973 for an overview of the Frankfurt

School). They addressed a'later'late stage ofcapitalism than did Lukdcs. One oftheir
contributions was the development of the concept of the 'culture industry' to explain

ideological manipulation and cultural domination. Horkheimer and Adorno used

the term 'culture industry' to refer to the ways by which entertainment and the mass

media became industries in post-World War II capitalism that distributed cultural

commodities and manipulated people's consciousness. The culture industry thesis

helps to explain how the commodification of culture in late capitalism contributes to

both profits and social control. In effect, they argued that it is impossible to separate

the economic system from the ideological or cultural dimensions of capitalism, an

argument that gave critical social theory its own dialectical methodology of analyzing

society at both the economic and cultural levels simultaneously (Agger 1992).

The Frankfurt theorists viewed mass culture as a late capitalist mode of ideology

that acted much like Marxt notion of religion (as ideology) in anaesthetizing the

masses. Instead of presenting clear texts about the necessity for and rationality of
the present society, mass culture diverts peoplet attention away from their personal

problems and the irrationality of the present system by idealizing the present and

making it appear pleasurable (agger 1998). Watching movies or television occupies

peoplet time, takes their minds off their troubles, and suggests that they ought to
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solve their problems by the same means and in the same world as the people they

are viewing-that is, in ways that do not involve radical social change. And even if
viewers are unable to overcome problems in the same way, they can vicariously enjoy

the problem resolution of others by identifying with the people on the screen.

Not only does the culture industry make a profit from movies, magazines, and

television shows, it also remedies our alienation through the processes of diversion

and identification. And as Agger (tllS) points out, although the culture industry

may operate in the same way that religion does, it is not a structured document like

the Bible or the Koran that can be studied and criticized. Nor does it offer relief in

the distant hereafter as religion does; rather, it offers immediate relief. The Frankfurt

theorists argued that the culture industry oflate capitalism has rendered culture part

of our everyday existence. Culture is not separate from us. It is us. This makes it much

more difficult to critique than when it was a realm apart.

Another argument coming from the culture industry thesis is that mass culture is

relatively undifferentiated because all classes and groups in society are exposed to the

same advertising and entertainment. Thus, all classes and groups develop the same

or similar consumer aspirations, as well as a common world view characterized by

individualism, consumerism, and other capitalist values. In this wa, mass culture

appears to level class differences, which in effect actually protects them.

The culture industry thesis also argues that mass culture, by way of advertising,

creates or manufactures certain false or manipulated needs and desires in order to

ensure that mass consumption matches mass production. These needs or desires are

not arrived at through autonomous or rational thought; they are imposed on us. As

well, the images that bombard us through the mass media not only stimulate con-

sumption, they also deflect critical thought because people tend to identify themselves

primarily with their leisure and consumer lifestyles. In this way, according to the

Frankfurt School, the reproduction ofcapitalism is guaranteed.

The Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies

The ideas of the above Marxist cultural theories and theorists set the stage for more

recent critical theories of culture. Gramscit writings on hegemony and counter-

hegemony, as well as his notion of the 'organic intellectual' (Gramsci l97L), are central

to most schools of cultural studies today. The term tultural studies'was popularized by

the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies, which was established in

1964. This group ofinterdisciplinary scholars has developed a highly original body of
literature indebted to Marxist theory, but they have gone beyond Marxist approaches

to culture to synthesize such diverse intellectual and political influences as critical

social theory, postmodernism, post-structuralism, post-colonialism, and feminism. The

work of the Birmingham School was particularly influenced by its confrontations with
Margaret Thatcher and her policies attacking intellectuals, the Left, and the working class

(see, for example, Hall 19SS). Thus, much of their work, carried out closer to everyday

politics and social movements, has been more concrete than that of the members of the
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Frankfurt School, whose theorizing reflects a certain social distance and aloofness. For

example, empirical studies have been carried out by various Birmingham scholars on

working-class and youth culture (see, for example, Brake 1980; Clarke 1990; Hebdige

L979,1988;Wrllis L977,1978) and woment culture (ltcRobbie 1981; Radway 1984).

The Birmingham cultural theorists have been able to maintain theoretical integrity
in their work while grounding it in political critique. Using Gramscit theory of
cultural hegemony, their studies analyze hegemony3 at the level of everyday cultural

practices with the intent of developing counter-hegemonic practices-alternative
formulations of culture and everyday life that counter dominant formulations. This, of
course, takes cultural studies away from being a mere academic activity and gives it a

political purpose and practice. It also differentiates the Birmingham School from the

Frankfurt School-the latter, for the most part, gave up on the politics of everyday life
(i.e., attempting to achieve social transformation), which reflects historical differences

in the contexts of the two schools more than theoretical differences.

Among the many contributions that the Birmingham School has made to the study

of culture is that by insisting that working-class culture should receive attention, it has

helped to broaden the study of culture to include work done by women, minorities,

and non-Western writers and artists. Conversely, it has contributed to the rejection

within the cultural studies movement of the values conveyed by the white, male,

bourgeois, Eurocentric canon-notably capitalism, Christianity, and male supremacy.

This again reflects the political or social change dimension of the Birmingham Centre

for Contemporary Cultural Studies. I will look more carefully at some of their political
practices in Chapter 8 when I discuss anti-oppressive social work practice at the

cultural level.

Postmodern Perspective on Culture
The postmodern theory of Baudrillard (19SS) makes a significant contribution to

our understanding of how today's mass culture helps to maintain the status quo. His

concepts of the'simulation society' and'hyper-reality' show how the process ofpower
associated with Marxt notion of the mode of production has tended to be replaced

by the process of power coming from electronic means of information and entertain-

ment. Baudrillard argues that in postmodernity (what he calls hyper-reality), we lose

all distinction between reality and timulations' of reality that come from advertising,

j ournalism, and entertainment.
In an age of hyper-reality, texts written to reveal reality, such as Marx's Capital,

Iose their capacity to educate, anger, and stimulate people to engage in social change

because they are not distinguished from, nor are they as popular as, magazines and

tabloids found on racks at grocery store checkouts. Agger (tfeS) contends that the

most efEcacious social texts of our times are popular magazines (e.g., People, Seuenteen),

movies, and advertisements for clothing, beer, and other consumer products because

they embody everyday discourses that make simulation more real than reality. Few

books today are intended to be read slowly and critically. Of this, Agger says:
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Simulated Family Life Today

The example of simulated family life most cited in the literature focuses on

television and the family. lnstead of sitting at the dinner table discussing

each others' day at work, school, or home and thus bonding together, it is

commonplace today for families either to eat (often fast foods) quickly and

rush to the television or to eat their evening meal in front of the television to

watch/consume a simulation of family UfI. ana usually, these simulations

present an idealized happy, harmonious, traditional, and successful problem-

solving family image-at a time when the family is undergoing changes in

form and structure, when it is experiencing attacks in the form of domestic

violence, desertion, careerism, and unattainable materialism, and when

members are looking for understanding and satisfying relationships that are

not available to them in the workplace or at school. Thus, television (in this

case) provides a simulated familylife to those experiencing an impoverished

or oppressive family life.

Textuality loses the character of considered argument, to be perused in a sense out-

side ofreality, and becomes a simulation, representation, reproduction, photograph,

and figure, thus subtlypresenting itselfto readers as reality itself (and not an authored

textpromotingoneversionofrealityamongmanypossibleversions) [tgSa, t+t].

This line of reasoning is similar to that of the Frankfurt School, but it gives deeper

meaning to how domination is maintained by the narcotic and vicarious effects of the

mass media. It is not just a matter of escaping or having people's attention diverted

from social problems by popular culture, as asserted by the Frankfurt theorists; it
is also the substitution of imagery for reality. This imagery is not just about selling

a product either; it is about selling a lifestyle. Beer advertisements, for example, not

only promote a particular brand of beer; they (a11) promote a particular lifestyle as

well-a youthful, physically attractive, popular, and affluent culture. Anyone can be a

(simulated) member of this culture by simply purchasing and consuming the product,

thus achieving contact with the imagery in the commercial.

The loss of distinction between reality and simulations of reality is an important

insight in understanding how the dominant culture reproduces itself. In addition,

agger (1998) claims that the interpretive deconstruction methods of postmodern-

ists are useful in ( 1) revealing the political positioning of various 'social texts,' which

comprise bld-fashioned' doctrinal texts and various discursive practices from academia

to advertising and (2) suggesting reformulations of oppressive discursive practices.

This rvill be considered further when we come to language and discourse.
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Feminist Perspectives on Culture
Since the woment movement in the 1960s, feminists have sought to empower women
to speak in their own voices about their own experiences in order to form their own
images of themselves. This has led to a feminist cultural politics that seeks to create a
feminist, non-misogynist culture. agger (tl9s) contends that all feminists-liberal,
socialist, radical, cultural, Marxist, and visible minority-emphasize the following
three goals of feminist cultural politics, although each school of feminism conceptual-
izes these goals differently and accords different explanatory power to each.

Feminist cultural politics seeks to (1) make the invisible visible by drawing theor-
etical and critical attention to cultural works by and about women, (2) unmask and
oPPose the sexual objectification of women in culture, particularly through feminist
film theory and a critique of pornography, both of which challenge conventional
representations ofwomen that distort their real experiences, and (3) address issues
of how femininity and masculinity are constructed through culture by raising the
question ofengendered cultural works and interpretation. These three goals show how
contemporary feminism has thoroughly integrated its political and cultural concerns
and how it has engaged in a feminist practice in a culture in which women are either
invisible or sexually objectified. An anti-oppressive practice at the cultural level has
much to learn from feminist cultural studies about self-identification and developing
cultural theory, politics, and practices that are in opposition to the dominant cuiture.

In sum, there is much to be learned from the above critical theories and perspectives
on how popular or mass culture promotes, produces, and reproduces the dominant
culture. Marxt concept of ideology is helpful in understanding the way we are told
lies about the rationality of and necessity for capitalism and then made false promises
to the effect that if we accept our fate within capitalism, we will be rewarded by the
system or in the hereafter. Luk6cst concept of reification is a useful contribution
because it reveals how the dominant group forestalls attempts at fundamental social
change by convincing us that the system is inevitable, workable, and intractable.
Gramscit theory of hegemony extends the notion of culture beyond a narrow eco-
nomic interpretation to include all conformist ideas that are internalized and become
part of peoplet everyday lives and practices, ultimately leading to the reproduction
of society. The Frankfurt Schoolt identification of the (mass) culture industry as a
major means of manipulating peoplet consciousness by anaesthetizing the masses
and diverting their attention away from their troubles is another major contribution
to understanding cultural oppression. The cultural studies of the Birmingham School
show us how the ruling hegemony is carried out at the level of .rr"ryd.y cultural
practices-practices that support a white, male, bourgeois, Eurocentric domination.
Baudrillard helps us to see how strategies for social or political change are thwarted
in a society in which the distinctions between reality and simulations of reality are
blurred and imagery promotes a lifestyle more consistent with that of dominant
groups than of subordinate groups. Finally, feminist cultural studies help us to see
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how one subordinate group has integrated analysis, theory, and practice into a

politics of empowerment and emancipation. Taken together, the insights of these

theories, analyses, and perspectives help us to develoP anti-oppressive practices at

the cultural level and to inform our anti-oppressive practices at other levels.

Stereotypes as Cultural Expressions of Oppression

One major way by which the dominant group reinforces its position of power and

privilege and, coincidentally, oppresses subordinate groups is through the use of

stereotypes. A stereotype is a biased, oversimplified, universal, and inflexible conceP-

tion of a social group. Although stereotyPes may be positive, such as the brave soldier

or the smart businessman (who avoids taxation) or the polite and friendly Canadian

or the respectable doctor or clergyperson, most stereotyPes are harmful and des-

tructive. It is no accident that most negative stereotyPes are applied to subordinate

groups, since they are powerful tools of ideology that help to maintain oppression.

Every oppressed group is undermined by stereotypes that have been imposed on them

by the dominant group. It is part of the process of the social identity of subordinate

groups being determined mainly by the dominant group rather than by themselves, as

noted in the previous two chapters.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the dominant group projects its own experiences and

culture as representative of humanity, often without realizing it. Because encounters

with other groups have the potential to challenge this claim to universality, the dom-

inant group reinforces its position by measuring (i.e., contrasting) other groups along

the lines of dominant group characteristics. As a result, the differences between

women and men, non-Christians and Christians, and homosexual and heterosexual

persons become reconstructed as largely deviant and inferior (Young 1990). These

groups become the Other and are marked by negative stereotypes that in effect

reinforce notions of dominant-group superiority. The stereotypes permeate society

and become so ingrained that they are seldom questioned by members of the dominant

group or by sorn. *"..rb".s of the subordinate grouPs (to be discussed in Chapter 6)'

Some examples of seldom-questioned stereotypes are that Atlantic Canadians have

developed a culture ofdependence on federal aid (so said Stephen Harper before he

becameprimeministerofCanada), allAboriginalpeople are alcoholics, allunemployed

people are afraid to work, all gay men are perverse pedophiles, all women are natural

caregivers, and all black people lack any sense of sexual control. On the other hand,

white, bourgeois, heterosexual males tend to escape such group stereotypes and are

free to be individuals (Young 1990).

Thompson (|OOZ; 1998) maintains that stereotypes are part of the dominant

culture and that all stereotypes have three characteristics. First, they defy logic or

evidence because they are based on ideology and therefore are resistant to challenge

and change. Second, they are often unduly negative and thus hurtful and potentially

oppressive. Third, they become so ingrained that we are often unaware that they affect
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our perceptions and actions. It should be noted that Thompsont first characteristicis debatable to a certain extent. Bishop (tsg+, ez) u.gu".irr.irtereotypes do nottome out of the blue'-that is, th.y 
".Jr,*"lly built on a real observation of anotherculture and contain a kernel of truth. Bishop notes, for exampre, that in NorthAmerica,Jewish mothers have_been the subject ofsome cr,r"r hurriou, that combinessexism and anti-Semitism in that they are portrayed as simple-minded, overbearing,and possessive. This negative stereotype is based on the love, care, and concern thatmany women give to therr chirdren in the generaily highry varued famiry structureof the Jewish community (which is the kelrner of t.oti, about the stereotype). Inaddition to interpreting a positive characteristic in a negative way outside the culture,the stereotype overlooks the-fact that this group comprises miflions of scientists,artists, and great minds, as welr as women struggring with addiction and poverty andadhering to every conceivable type ofchild-rearing beriefand practice. Thus, I wourdadd another two characteristics of stereotypes to Thompsont list: (1) a stereotyperepresents a perceived essentiar nature of members of ti. ,.rbo.di.rate group (e.g.,poor people are naturalry laz, women are naturary good with children), and (2) thegroup is homogenized within a stereotype in that iiapplies to ail -"-b".. withoutexception (e'g', all Aboriginars are arcohoiic, alr brack men *. 

"r"r""ij.-Although each oppressed group may be characterized in a unique stereotypical way(e.g., Jews are greedy ,rd .rrrrirg; Ui".t p"opt" arelazyand sexually promiscuouslpoor persons are irresponsibre and drink too much), Adam (tozs) ana oomine[i(osz) argue that a[ subordinate groups are constructed as probrematic for thedominant society' And, because tnf 
".. probrematic, they must be watched andcontrolled for the good of_society. stereoiypes help to reinforce the notion of theproblematic and the need for surrreilrarrc" and control. stereotypes arso makeprejudicg oppression, and even viorence at the personal Iever mo.e lcceptable. Forexample, if there is a curture of oppression and homosexuality is seen by the dominantgroup as perverse, deviant, and sinful, it is likery that a degr"e of gfbashing on anindividual Ievel would be tolerated.

Focusing onJews, brack persons, and gay and resbian people, adam (t9zs) dis-cusses a tomposite portrait' that the th."" ,h"r" because .r,t* 
""r""iyp"s 

rmposedon them, a portrait that calrs for surveilance and contror. ro. 
"rurri1r., a[ threegroups have been categorized as subhuman at various times throughout history.Black slaves were sold without regard for family ties because it was berieved thatblack sexuality could not incrude rove. Hitrer wrote in Mein KampJ of discovering a

Jewish smell (smell is a marker of rower races and base animars in modern westerncivilization) following his reading of anti-Semitic pamphrets. In the not too distantpast, psychiatric ideologies denied the possibirity of gay or resbian Iove and echoedpopular opinions that homosexu.r p.opl" are given to .mindless 
animal promiscuity,(uodges and Hu*er 1974, cited, in Adam tizs). simrt"rrr, iiii."" tgroup, 

h"r"historically been characterized as exhibiting .uncivirized 
behaviour,lunrefined,

ill-mannered, unscrupulous, unethical, .r.r.l"i, and deceitful. Adam shows how all
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three groups have a history ofbeing stereotyped by the dominant grouP as hyper-

sexual, as heretics and conspirators (religious and sexual heretics; conspiring to take

over the world or our culture or our children), and as 'in-your-face' and overly visible

( Ioud, pushy, aggressive, o r offensively fl amb oyant).

Although it is beyond the scope of this book to present a comprehensive and detailed

overview ofthe stereotypes associated with each form and source ofoppression, a few

additional examples may help to illustrate the hurtful and oppressive consequences of

stereotyping. Poor persons are often presented in the mass media, cartoons, social and

political commentary, and all types of literature as a lazy, degenerate, irresponsible,

unclean class of people who cheat on their welfare and breed 'like rabbitsi This portrait

leads the dominant group to believe that poor people represent a dangerous class who

must be constantly watched and monitored because they cannot be trusted and they

pose a threat to |aw, order, and the economy. Qrestions of need among poor people

are seldom considered because they are portrayed as the architects oftheir own fate;

indeed, because it is believed that they cannot look after themselves properly, some

claim that they should have no say in any form of public decision-making. They

should be grateful for any meagre assistance (public or private) rendered to them and

should, in return, allow themselves to be exploited by taking low-wage, menial (or

dangerous) dead-end jobs; by participating in workfare programs that do not lead to

jobs; by fighting wars; by accepting blame for government deficits; and by serving as

an example to others of what can happen if one does not conform to the dominant

group's rules and expectations. Dominelli (tssl , se) presents an overview of the

racial stereotyping of black families:

Common stereotypes of the black family, particulariy of African or Afro-Caribbean

descent, cover the sexual prowess of black men; the lack of sexual morality amongst

black women, as evidenced by a high ratio of single parenthood; the absence of a

stable family tradition; the lack of family bonds between family members; and

the power of strong domineering matriarchs complemented by weak black men

incapable ofsustaining stable relationships lEbony 1986 and Staples 1988, both cited

in Dominelli 1997].

This stereotype not onlyproblematizes 'the blackfamily' and reinforces white cultura-

supremacy, it arrogantly Presents the notion that there is a universal black famih-'

when in fact there is a rich and diverse variety of black famiiy forms, each with iL'

own specific set of relationships, obligations, and net\^/orks. However, it is the m,r-tl-

or stereotype of the black family as deviant and unstable that permeates socieS

and is often used to establish social policy and social work practice (Ahmed 1991

Dominelli 1997).

Carlen and Worral ( tlSZ, A) describe a gendered stereotyPe of the 'normal womar:

Being a normal woman means coping, caring, nurturing and sacrificing seif-interest

to the needs of others. It also means being intuitively sensitive to those needs without

them being actively spelt out. It means being more than man, in order to support and
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An Inadequate Mother or Oppressive Expectations?
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Susie, a young married womary had three children under school age. Her
husband Brian worked long hours, which meant that Susie was the full-time
caregiver for the children. Brian's work required them to move to another
province, halfway across the country, far from friends and family. susie found
after a while that she was not coping very well with her children and sought
help from a (male) social worker. The social worker did not question ihe
'woman as the natural caregiver of children stereotype and referred Susie for
help with'parenting skills.'No consideration was given to the likelihood that
the full-time care of three small children was too big a job for one person.

dependence. Being a normal woman means needing protection. . . . It means being
childlike, incapable, fragile and capricious. It is being less than man in order to serve
and defer to Man fcited in Thompson 1997,43).

This concept ofnormality is, ofcourse, grounded in a patriarchy that takes for granted
certain stereotypical expectations of men and women. For example, women are
considered natural nurturers and caregivers, which makes them primarily responsible
for child care (and elder care). In turn, it makes them responsible when things go wrong
with respect to such care. The focus in dangerous families, where children are at risk,
is on dangerous mothers (Parton and Parton 1989), and even if the mother is not the
abuser, she is still held culpable because she failed to protect the child (Beagley 1989).
Consistent with this patriarchal stereotype, parenting is equated with mothering, and
bad parenting is equated with bad mothering (Thomps on 1997).

cultural stereotypes such as those outlined above carry out several political
functions for the dominant group including the following:

They internalize a feeling of inferiority on the part of members of subordinate
groups (adam 1978; Young 1990), which in turn reduces any questioning,
challenging, or resisting of the dominant culture.
They justify the surveillance, control, and exploitation ofsubordinate groups
and rationalize inattention to their expressed and unexpressed needs.
By characterizing members of subordinate groups as 'bad' and their cultures
as 'inferior,' stereotypes dialectically convince the dominant group of its own
identity as good' and its culture as tuperior' (adam l97g). This occurs without
any examination or analysis by the dominant group of its privilege and power. If
black people did not exist, for example, then they would have to be invented by
white people.
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Negative images and stereotypes deflect attention away from the structural

causes of inequality, blocked opportunities, and differential treatment and

focus attention on the perceived personal deficits, liabilities, and weaknesses of

the individuals who are stereotyped. In other words, stereotyPes aid and abet

victim-blaming.

Language and Discourse as Mechanisms of
Oppression (a nd Anti-oppression)
Two important concepts for understanding and analyzing oppression and for

developing anti-oppressive practices are language and discourse' At the most basic

level, culture is transmitted through language and discourse-Parents speaking

to children, individuals speaking to Peers, educational institutions and churches

communicating to their students and parishioners, messages from texts and the mass

media, the reading of literature, and so on'

Language
Through language we become members of a human community (Spender 1990).

Language helps us to make sense of the world and to communicate and interact

with others (Thompson 1998). Everyone is immersed in language, and no one is

independent of it (Howe 1994). However, language is never politically neutral. It does

not simply describe or reflect the reality of inequality and oppression in our society;

it is also used to construct and maintain oppression and may be used to resist and

challenge it.

One of the cornerstones of postmodernism is its emphasis on the relationship

between language and power. Howe (1994, 522) summarizes this relationship:

'Those with power can control the language of the discourse and can therefore

influence how the world is to be seen and what it will mean. Language Promotes

some possibilities and excludes others; it constrains what we see and what we do

not seej The postmodernists have emphasized that language does not possess the

properties of absolute truth but is historically, socially, and culturally contextualized

".rJl".g.ly 
r.flects the interests and world views (including the culture) of dominant

groups (agger 1989).

Language may be oppressive simply by the choice of words used in communica-

tion. And some words that reflect and maintain oppression are so well established that

their usage is taken for granted and their oppressive connotations are not recognized'

For example, 'man is often used as a prefix or suffix or a stand-alone word: chairman,

manpower, man is the centre of the universe. This sexist or gendered and exclusive use

of language contributes to the invisibility of women and therefore to a continuation

of their subordination to men. 'Black'is a word often used to portray evil (e.g., it was

a black day when President Kennedy was assassinated) or is contrasted with white to

refer to right (white) and wrong (black) factors, which reinforces the notion of white
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superiority. Terms such as 'the poor' and'the elderly' reflect a view of people that is

d.p..rorrrhr.d and dehumanized because the words used are impersonal adjectives

or descriptors. It is similar to negative medical terminology whereby people are

categorized and referred to in terms of their particular ailments (e.g., the gall bladder in

Room 202 or the head injury in Emergency) rather than in human terms' A number of

words, as noted in the previous chapter, constitute overt oPpression (e.g, nigger, spaz'

qu"..j b"."ose they refer to -"^b.r, of subordinate groups in hurtful and harmful

prejudicial terms.

Even if a person using oppressive words or language does so in good faith without any

intention to hurt or lnsult the group involved, it is still harmful and hurtful and therefore

isalwaysunacceptable.Lurrgoug"reflectsculture,particularlythedominantculture,
and if the culture is oppresriv", then one of the ways of changing it is to avoid words or

language that reflect 
^,d/o, 

reinforce the oppressive elements of that culture'

Discourse
Language and its relationship to oppression are much more complex than a simple

list of taboo words. L".rgo"ge is p*rt of 
" 

larger framework of thought, meaning, and

knowledge, or what porLuJt OgZe;1980) has called a 'discourse.' Leonard (1997,

2) describes discourses as 'linguistic systems of statements through which we speak

of ourselves and our social worldl A 'linguistic system of statements' is not restricted

only to statements, however, because a discourse also includes the unwritten rules

(bas"d mainly on ideology and culture) of what will be included and excluded in the

statements. A discourse L**", the knowledge that is formulated from within it and

is similar to Kuhns (rszo) notion of a'paradigm,'although Foucault makes more

use of ordinary language and everyday experience to establish the parameters of a

discourse (Agger tgSt). Altlroogh discourse can occur between two people, it also

includes other forms of cultural expression, such as advertising, academic iournal

articles, and the representation of women and other subordinate grouPs in literary

and visual culture.

An Unconscious Act of OPPression
,.1i,r,1,irr',i/;.!...nilrir; rfal.::!i

one of my colleagues at victoria university in Melbourne, a strong advocate

for Aboriginal riihts, related to me a poignant experience 
:h: 

had had' She

was tellins an Aboriginal friend about her recent trip to Britain' She said

,;; 
"ft;r 

ir""k, of ,riiting ancient buildings, she felt that Australians had no

history. Her Aboriginal friend pointed out that because she saw history as

being mainly about buildings, she had iust ignored more than 40'000 years

of her (Aboriginal) history and culture'
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Discourses are not politicaily neutrar but are rerated to power. They are delivery
s)'stems for political assumptions about the world that t".g"ty reflect the interests ofdominant groups such as white people, bourgeois males, and Christians and that assist
in the reproduction ofexisting crass, .u.., g".rd"r, and other inequalities (Agger r9g9).
This reproduction occurs through the piomotion of ideas that support the current
socio-political order and,-conversely, through the suppression and/o.^-urginalization
of ideas that seek to chalenge and transform it. Foucaurt (oez;1976) notes that
when particular discourses are adopted by members of the dominant group, they are
given legitimacy, whereas alternative discourses are discounted (Hoptln D9z). This
can be seen in the media, which promote particurar discourses of the dominant group,
and even in the professional social work 1iterature. For example, progressive or critical
social work scholarship is frequently excluded from social,ro.t a""iuooks or treated
in a manner that neutralizes its political impact and transformative potential under the
pretext that it lacks objectivity or rearity (wachhotz and Muilary)000). Thus, what
social work students learn from textbooks is a discourse (attitudes and scholarship) that
teaches personal reform and/or limited social reform rather than social transformation
as the means to deal with oppression and inequality. This ensures that the structures
and cultures of oppression remain relatively untouched.

The postmodernists and sociar constructionists have helped to move us away from
the idea that there is objective, unitary, absorute, and verifiable knowledge about the
human condition and the sociar worid that can be gathered by using scientific methods
and principles. There is general agreement today in the social sciences and humanities
that there is usually more than one version or interpretation or expranation of an event,
a social condition, and so on. A number of alternative o. .o-p"tir,g explanations are
available to us through the ranguage of arternative ,.rd .o-p"tirrg ai.*.r.r. Each of
these discourses will tell a different story about the event or the condition because
each_has a diflerent way ofrepresenting the worrd and how it operates (Burr 1995).
In Chapter 1, we examined different explanations or theories of social problems and
saw that each social problem perspective has its foundation in a particular discoursein which some variables are incruded and others excruded. For^exampre, the social
pathology explanation for sociar probrems incrudes individuar characteristics (e.g,
deviance, personal deficiencies) and excrudes structural factors (e.g., patriarchy,
cultural racism).

As in Kuhn's (tozo) version of a dominant paradigm (e.g., capitarism) existing
among a number of competing paradigms (socialism, .o..r.nu.rit..ia.rism), onr
dominant discourse always exists among a set ofarternative discourses. Not surprisingry,
the dominant discourse belongs to andrepresents the interests of the dominant social
group. In order to protect its privilege and power, the dominant group must present its
view of the world (i.e., its discourse) in such a way that subordi.rJt" g-rps either agree
with it and endorse it or find it imperfect but the only viable alternative and therefore
must live with it. For examprg the dominant economic discourse today is that the ,raws
of the market'must prevail and that the requirements of global capitalism demand less
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government involvement in social, economic' human' and environmental affairs' In

spite ofwhat neo-conservative politicians, right-wing economists' mainstream journal-

ir*,".raself-interestedbusinessleaderssay'therearenolawsinanysocialscience'
irr.irai.rg economics. There are only theories or perspectives or discourses. But if the

dominant group can convince the public that there is no viable alternative to its vierv'

then its position of power 
".rd 

piiril"g. is consolidated. Furthermore, because the

alliancebetwee.,bigbusinessandbourgeoisgovernmentscontrolsthemajormeans

"i*"r',,**g.olt,L" 
(e.g., the ,,,.rr -Jdir, educational institutions), they are able to

present their economi. *"".rrg". and views (i.e., their discourse) in a favourable light

while ridiculing and dismissirrg any alternative economic discourse as unreasonable,

unrealistic, and/or socialist.In Jtherwords, thosewithpower can controlthe discourse,

thus influencing how the world is to be seen and how it should work'

Adominantdiscourseispotentiallymuchmorepowerfulasasocialcontrol
mechanism than an ".-y, 

polr." force, or legislation. If subordinate grouP members

concur with the world ri.* "rd 
social and political practices of the dominant grouP'

there is no need for acts ofresistance or strategies for social change' However' history

has shown that discourses, which contain claims to reason, order, and universaliry, often

mask the interests of those making them. Smith ( tgsa, g t ) underscores this point:

lmperialistnations,rulingclasses,males,whites'heterosexuals'doctors'psychiatrists

andcriminologistshaveallclaimedthattheirperspectivedefinesauniversaland
rationaloutlook.Bydoingsotheyhaveeffectivelysilencedothernations,other
classes,othergenders,oth-er."c"s,thoseofothersexualorientation,patients,the

mad and Prisoners.

Dominantdiscourses,then,coverupand/orcontradicttheinterestsofallsub-
ordinategroups:adiscourseofpatriarchycontributestotheoppressionofwomen;a
discourse of white supremacy cJntributes to the oppression of people of colour; a dis-

course of capitalism contributes to the oppression ofworking-class persons; a discourse

of heterosexuality contributes to the oppression of gay, lesbian, and bisexual persons'

Dominant discourses not only reflect dominant-subordinate relationships based on

social divisions such as .l.rr, .".., and gender but relationships in occupations as well'

For example, professions-including social work-often contribute to oppression by

controlling the discourses of their practices through pathological, diagnostic, and

professional vocabularies that exclude and disempower the service user'

Dominant discourses also negatively affect social welfare' Peter Leonard (tssl)

pointsoutthatthedominant*.lf",.discoursetodayisthatof.welfaredependencyi
which emanates from a tulture of poverty' discourse' This discourse, which is

transmittedinthemassmediaonanalmostdailybasis,pathologizespeopleinneed
offinancialassistancebyportrayingtheminstereotypicalfashionasdependent,
inadequate, moral failures. Any alte;ative discourse, such as viewing welfare as an

aspectofinterdependet"y,'i'coveredupbythedominantideologicalillusionof
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individual independence, even though interdependency is our inescapable experience
as human beings living in association with and depending on each other.

Although dominant discourses tend to be oppressive, the notion of a discourse itself
is helpful in developing anti-oppressive practice in two majorways. First, to understand
discourses as contested sites ofpower and conflict, as Foucault does, is very important
in making sense of the covert, almost invisible nature of ideology today. This allows
postmodern insights and interpretive techniques (i.e., deconstructionism) to be
used to unpack a discourse and bring its hidden assumptions and arguments to light
(Agger 1998). In this way, we can make more sense of the dominant culture's current
hegemony. second, deconstructing a dominant discourse and bringing its oppressive
underpinnings to light makes it easier to develop a fully articulated counter-discourse,
one that critiques the ruling discourse and points the way towards more egalitarian
social relations, practices, and processes. Feminism and anti-racism, for examplg have
been powerful counter-discourses to the dominant patriarchal and white supremacist
discourses' More will be said in Chapter 8 about incorporating counter-discourses
into an anti-oppressive practice.

Social Work and Cultural Oppression
Social work is an occupation in which most of its members are university-educated,
experience a similar socialization process, share a set of common values and ethics, and
organize themselves along the lines of a 'professional association' model. However, it
would be a mistake to assume that social work is a monolith in which all its members
practise in the same way or share the same goals or hold the same explanations for
the occurrence of social problems or even agree on the merits of professionalism.a
Elsewhere, I have presented four distinct theories and practices ofsocial work, each of
which is determined by the particular ideology held (consciously or unconsciously)
by the social worker (uuflaly zooT).It is, of course, an oversimplification to suggest
that social workers fall into one or another of the four approaches outlined in my book
The New structural social wo*, since most operate across more than one approach.
Given that social work theory and practice may take diflerent forms, however, an
important question is: How can one avoid oppressive social work practices and carry
out anti-oppressive practices? To answer this questiory it is necessary to understand
the ways that social work has operated and does operate to maintain and reinforce
the dominant culture. We should also be mindful that there is a professional culture
attached to social work, that social work was developed in the western world by
bourgeois, white, privileged persons, and that it is the culture of the latter group that
has provided the foundation for social work ideas, values, methods, explanations for
social problems, and so on. In other words, social work originated and developed
in a culture marked by inequality, male dominance, and the supremacy of anything
European' The very perspectives and tools and methods it uses to analyze dif[erence
and social problems are culturally specific, patriarchal, and rooted in a European
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perspective' To work effectivelywith other cultures' we mustbe familiarwith our orr'n

Socialworkculture.i"g...*itt'MarsigliaandKulis(zoo9,xvi)thatupuntilrecently
at least, social work approaches to cultiral diversiry relied 'on an implicit westemized

beliefthattherecanbeandshouldbeamainstream,standardized,andculturally
neutralformofpracticeandthatfocusonthematerialisticandindividualaspectsof
human beingrl Oo"'it"tti (z iOz' tZzl reminds us that our track record with resPect

io .ottrr..t di-ff.r..tt' h"s been anything but emancipatory:

The history of the profession is littered with examples of social workers oppressing

women, black people, indigenous people' disabled people' people with mental ill

health-the ti,t t"rr t"'ilyit "tt"t'd"d-*ith 
the aim of making them 'fit' more

readily into the existing social order' This has occurred because social workers have

uncritically accepted i-'"it role as 'normalisers' promoting the interests of those

advocating dominant discourses'

It is not my intention here to 'bash social workers for carrying out practices

of oppression, social control' or victim-blaming' Most social workers I know are

concerned about the t o*".rdoo, living conditiolns that aflect so many people today

inbothcapitalistcountriesandnon.industrializedsocieties,andtheywanttodo
something"bo,,tthem'However'socialworkers'likeeveryoneelseinoursociety'are
socializedintothedominantcultureandmayunwittingly(orotherwise)carryout
oppressive acts. As *"ii "t"f 

agencies tend to view social problems narrowly and

todefinethemintermsofpersonaldeficiencies,dysfunctionalfamilies,andinferior
cultures, and they expect their social work employees to treat ill t:lTl their service

usersratherth".,*""'fo'*society(RoseandBlacklg85;Mullaly2007)'somesocial
work scholars h"r. ,r;;.^;;;,h" ,object' (i.e., the service user) of social workwas

originally det"r.rri,"a L'y 
" 

patriarchaltourgeois commitment to the regulation of poor

people, who were totttidtttd to be the 'dangerous classes' (Leonard 1994; Margolin

1997). This da"r"";;; G*otki"g tl"'si"t"dtdtobe reformedin order to reduce

deviance, disease, and chaos and to advance civilization. Reformation attempts would

includecharitabledevicescontingentonsocializationintobourgeoiscultureandmoral
conversion into christian culture. Avoluminous literature comprising critical or radical

socialwork,feministsocialwork,anti-racistsocialwork,postmodernsocialwork'and
otherformsofprogressivesocialworkatteststovariousoppressivethoughtstructures,
attitudes,practi."fot*',"t'dapproachesthatpermeateandunderpinmuchsocialwork
theory and practice "f 

y"""ty"* and-today' ln other words' although social work is

regarded by m""y "" p'ogtessive profession'.it has a culture dating back to the charity

".'g""rr"rr"" 
a"y, of 

'oti"t"tontrollof 
subordinate populations) and oppression'

professionalism is a contradictory and probl.*"ti. 
"oncept 

for social work' on the

one hand, .r nottauiilo-pt"" ti'gt)isocialworkprofessionalism'is 
committed to

a (progressive) '"t 
oi*to"', to higi standards of p'"ttit"' to accountability' and to the

development and use of a knowlJge base acquired by research and reflective practice'

on the other hand, p.of.r.io.r"iirri h", u".., .riticized for emphasizing the technical
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aspects of helping (e.g., impartiality, emotional neutrality, apolitical service) when
social problems are political and morai issues; for organizing into an exclusive group
based on academic credentials, which divides social workers from other workers and
from the persons they serve and thus creates elitist social and occupational hierarchies;
for creating the illusion that the best source ofhelp rests with the 

,expert, 
social worker;

for treating social problems as individual misfortunes, which detracts from their struc-
tural causes (and solutions); and for ignoring the experience ofall older professions in
which professionalism has primarily benefited the professionals themselves (i.e., the
obtaining of personal, social, economic, and political power) rather than service users
(tvtullaly 2OO7). Many progressive social work writers have argued that the 'culture of
professionalism'is conservative, self-interested, and oriented towards the status quo. In
effect, professionalism is forprofessionals, not for service users (carniol 2000; Galper
1980; Hardy 1981a; Laursen 1975; Mullaly 2007.; Wagner and Cohen 197g).

My name is and I am a recovering professional.
(fill in your name)

1' ladmittobelievingthatlhadnouseful skillsorknowledge-unlesslcalledmyself
a 'professional.'

2. I came to believe that as a 'professional,' I could fix people and solve their
problems.

3. I came to believe that 'professionalism' was not a way to distance myself from
service users.

4. I admit to calling myself a 'professional' in an attempt to cover up my insecurities
and self-doubts.

5. I came to believe that the 'professional relationship, is not hierarchical. Just
because I am the expeft doesn,t mean that we,re not equals.

6. I came to convince myself that wearing expensive clothes and driving a fancy car
did not separate me from my resource-poor service users. After all, we,re all just
people.

7. I admit to adding my professional credentials to everything I wrote or signed.
B. I admit to sending a memo (with my name and credentials) to people rather than

bothering to talk to them.

9. I admit to using my voice mail to screen certain difficult people.

10. I admit to saying, 'Call me, and we,ll do lunch.,

11. I admit to using professionar jargon, acronyms, discourse, and my prorific
propensity for elite, exclusionary vocabulary to impress, overpower, intimidate, and
distance people.

12. I admit to embracing 'professionalism' without taking into account its undermining
effects on my stated beliefs in social justice, egalitarianism, and other social work
values and ideals.

), ;t: ; | : : ::'t lr :\ : :; :. :. \.. :i.
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Social Work Reproduces Gender and Racial Oppression

Social work is a profession or semi-profession that has always had many

more female members than male members. Social work is also a profession
committed to such values as social equality and social justice. In spite of this,
white males are still disproportionately represented in positions of power
and privilege within social work, since directors of large agencies and social
work educational programs are overwhelminglywhite and male. Conversely,

most front-line workers caring directly for victims of oppression are women.

ln this way, social work is repioducing relationship, 
"ni.ol", 

of oppression

along gender (and racial) Iines by which women and people of colour
remain in subordinate positions and continue to carry out their traditional
roles of caring for others. White males also remain in their traditional roles

ofleading, directing, and dominating others.

Professionalism contains elements of oppression not only for service users but
also for the profession as a whole and for particular groups of social workers in
particular. An example may help to clarify this. Recall the discussion in Chapter 2 of
'powerlessnessi one of Young s ( t f f O) five faces of oppression. It was noted that the
norms of respectability in our society are associated with a professional culture-
professional dress, speech, tastes, and demeanour. It was also noted that professional
respectability tends to be associated with white males, who dominate the professions.
White males are still overrepresented in the traditional professions of medicine, law,

and engineering. And it is not just a matter of domination by numbers but also a matter
of domination in terms of those who hold the powerful positions in professions.

Earlier in this chapter, it was argued that language and discourse contain political
messages and that these messages tend to reinforce the dominant culture and the
privileged position of the dominant group. Flere, I analyze a current social work
discourse on culture to show that even what appears to be a progressive concept can

actually contribute to social relations of domination and subordination. I refer to the
concePts of cultural sensitivity or cultural literacy or culturai competency, since it is

these concepts that mark much of social workt contemporary approach to the study
of cultural diversity. Most social work programs today in Canada, the US, the UK,
and Australia require students to take courses that examine cultural diversity, oppres-
sion, ethnicity, and race. Students often learn about different cultures by reading
literature, by listening to representatives from marginalized groups who have been
asked to come into the classroom and speak to them, and by participating in bridging
activities, which introduce students to other cultures through the four Fs-fairs,
food, festivals, and folktales (Kanpol 1997, cited in Sisneros et al.2008) or rvhat
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Sardar and van Loon (zoo+, tzl) call 'the saris, samosas and steel bands syndrome.,
Marsiglia and Kulis (zooO) call this approach to diversity'the cultural orientation
paradigm,'and clarke (zoo:) calls it'the cultural literacy or knowledge' approach.
This paradigm or perspective is based on the assumption that cultural differences exist
and that becoming familiar with these differences will prevent or undo any inter-group
misunderstandings. Problems occur because of misunderstanding or a lack of affinity
between groups (especially between dominant and subordinate groups) and not
necessarily because of discrimination or oppression. The soiution to problems based
on misunderstandings among cultures is to (1) become aware of the different sets of
norms governing various cultural groups, (2) set aside ethnocentric ideas, and (3)
Iearn each othert cultural rules and standards (Marsiglia and I(ulis zoog).In other
words, social workers would study the history, background, characteristic traits, and so
on as a way of understanding the life world of other persons or groups. This approach
to diversity training has become quite common in corporate North America and in
social work education.

The limitations of this approach are that it puts the social worker in the position of
expert/knower, ignores the heterogeneity within the group, and overlooks the socio-
political context (clarke 2003). similarly, the approach does not necessarily account
for social and historical oppression-that is, the experience of difference is not put
into its social, historical, and political context (Marsiglia and I(ulis zoog).The danger
then of this approach for social workers is that although they will become aware oi
differences between and among cultures, they will not learn about .the subtle and
often hidden processes that sustain and perpetuate the privilege ofcertain groups and
the processes that undermine the efforts of groups marginalized by class, race, gender
and sex, sexual orientation, and abiiity status' (sisneros et al. 200g, 7). I believe that
knowledge and appreciation of different cultures is a prerequisite to anti-oppressive
social work at the cultural level. But by itself it contains all the limitations mentioned
above. Alternatives that move beyond cultural awareness are the experiential-
phenomenological approach in which the worker seeks understanding of the person's
lived experience through'experiential-phenomenological inquiry' (clarke 2003), .the

culturally grounded approach' that sees difference as a political phenomenon with
power as its central factor and the experience of oppression as a major force that shapes
peoplet lives (Marsiglia and I(ulis zoog), and 'the critical multicultural approach, tha:
involves an analysis of the systems that maintain and perpetuate inequality, with the
presumption of a commitment to egalitarianism through action (Sisneros et al. 200g' .

These three cultural social work approaches that move beyond a cultural knowledee
and appreciation model are obviously consistent with the anti-oppressive fiamewori
that underpins this book. More will be said about them in Chapter g.

AJthough social work is a profession committed to progressive values, social chanqe
and social justice, its members are still susceptible to oppressive practices and i.^

reproducing dominant-subordinate relations-not only with the people they sen-.
but also rvith each other along lines ofgender and race (and other social divisions
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This shows how difficult it is to work and practice in a way that confronts, resists, and

attempts to change the larger culture. An anti-oppressive social work practice is not
restricted to working with people experiencing social problems. It must include social

workers working with each other in ways that ( t ) do not reproduce the inequalities

ofthe larger society, (2) challenge attitudes and agency cultures that moralize social

problems and blame their victims, (3) do not ascribe all social problems to individual
deficiency (Uullaly 2OO7), and (a) avoid the pursuit of a professional culture of
respectability gained at the expense ofothers.

Conclusion
This chapter has focused on oppression at the cultural level. It has adopted a broad
view of culture-the norms, values, beliefs, and ideals that make up 'the stuff of
everyday life.' Culture is pervasive in our society and is related to everything we

see, hear, believe, and do. The culture of the dominant group (i.e., the dominant
culture) privileges that group at the same time that it carries out cultural imperialism
by suppressing and/ or repressing all subordinate cultures. The dominant culture is

presented and promoted as the universal cultural norm (i.e., the official culture) by the

dominant group. It is continually produced and reproduced by such cultural agents as

the mass media, the entertainment industry, and our social institutions.
In an effort to better understand how cultural oppression is actually carried out

(as a prerequisite to developing anti-oppressive strategies), we examined a number
ofcritical social theories. The people who developed these theories focused, for the

most part, on arguably the most influential and powerful form of 6ulhrls-rnxss 61

popular culture. Several functions that mass culture carries out to protect and enhance

the privileged position of the dominant group were extracted from these theories.

Two other major cultural expressions of oppression examined in this chapter were

stereotyping and language and discourse. Stereotypes are biased, oversimplified,
universal, and essentialist depictions of social groups. Every subordinate group has,

as part of the identity imposed on its members by the dominant group, at least one

stereotype that defies logic, is unduly negative and hurtful, and is so ingrained as to
be seldom questioned. Stereotypes fuIfilI several political functions for the dominant
group. Similarly, language does more than simply describe or reflect social phenomena;

it can also be used to construct and maintain oppression. Language and discourse are

related to power in that they are both delivery systems for political assumptions about

the world, and dominant discourses largely reflect the interests of dominant groups.

Finally, certain oppressive features are inherent in the culture of professionalism, and

the profession ofsocial work is no exception in this regard.

Any serious attempts at formulating and/or practising anti-oppressive social work
must incorporate the concept of culture, which means being informed by research and

literature from cultural studies. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, cultural
studies has been described by the noted critical social theorist Ben Agger (tgg9, nZ)
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as 'one of the most important contemporary theoretical movements' and 'one of the

best examples of an interdisciplinary critical theory.' To date, social work has tended

to treat culture in narrow ways in that it is often associated with differences based

on race or ethnicity, as illustrated by the literature on multicultural social work, or

else it is lumped in as part of the larger social environment (i.e., a structural force)

that extends beyond individuals or families. Such conceptualizations fail to take into

account that culture is more than a context or a particular tradition or set of ideas.

Culture is also an everyday practice by which the ruling hegemony is carried out. No

one in society is free from participating in everyday cultural practices-practices that

support the position of the dominant group. Social workers are quick to say that the

personal is political (and the political is personal). However, this stated relationship

is overly simplistic because culture mediates between the personal and the political.

The relationship between the personal and the political is not a direct relationship but

an indirect one. The dominant cultural messages invariably legitimize such political

effects on individuals as conformity and oppression, and the dominant culture must

be demystified and exposed for individuals to see the need for structural or political
change. I believe that social work must take up the critical view of culture and of
cultural social work. Otherwise, it will continue to be a conveyor of the dominant

culture and a force for maintaining the status quo. In this regard, Dominelli (ZOOZ,ZA)

reminds us that our record has been one in which '[S]ocial Work has been implicated

in oppressive forces by fostering relations of dominance that are consistent with
supporting the status quo.'

Critical Ouestions for Discussion

How would you respond to a social worker who says that his or her practice

is based on the social work principle of impartiality'-that is, he or she does

not discriminate? He or she claims to treat everyone the same way-it doesn't

matter whether the service user is Aboriginal or white, male or female, a poor

person or a middle-class person. 'We are all people, and no one should be treated

differently,' says the social worker. 'When I'm working with people, I am colour-

blind, gender-blind, and blind to any other difference. I am completely neutral.'

How would you respond to a white male friend who says to you, 'l am sick

and tired of all these people saying how oppressed they are. I'm oppressed too.

Lots of jobs I have applied for were given to women or visible minority persons

under some kind of employment equity policy. It s just not fair!'

What are the differences between race and ethnicity and culture?

Can a man be a feminist? Why or why not?

If there is no such thing as a black race because race is a social construction,

why do we have racism?

1.

2.

3.

+.

5.
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6. How would you respond to a person who asks''How can I be pro-blackwithout

being antiwhite?'

7. How would you describe 'white culture'?

8. Have you ever'vegged out'by turning on the television just to get your mind

offyour troubles l? *o"it'l Did it work? Culture theorists would say that

this is participtti"! itt 
"" 

t'cape that they would categorize as an 'opiate of the

masses.' ExPlain'

Further Readings

Agger, Ben (l9gl2)' Culttwal Studies as Critical Theory' London: Falmer Press' This

book examin., ,h";;;;;g fiaa 
"r 

cultural studies and argues for its relevance

in addressing tftt J*'*ois impact of culture' including popular culture' on

society tod"y. a*o"f ift" ,"*n*'*es analyzed are Marxist theories of culture'

the Frankfurt Schoolls concept of the 'culture industry,' the Birmingham School

ofCulturalstudiesb"sedo,,Gramscitearlierworks,postmodernandpost-
structural ,t"pttt''t"', and feminist cultural studies' Agger focuses on the

political gro,"tait'g and political functions of culture'

Gramsci, Antonio QS)li' ia*tions ftom-the Prison Notebooks' London: Lawrence

and wishart. ,h" ;;;h,; contained in this book marked a turning point in

Marxist thinking bt""t]" it offers a cogent explanation-for the fall of Marxism

in late capitalism' Cr"msci's theory of 'hegemony" which is a crucial concept in

understanding dominant-subordinate relationships and for antioppressive social

work, is foUy p"'"t'J' Gramsci analyzes how oppression is maintained through

ideological tot'aitiottig that occurs through ttre school system' the media' the

legal system, and other social institutions'

Marsiglia, FIav," F,*;;;;;;fh"" r'li' (zoo9)'oiuersity' oppression' and change:

CulturallyGroundLedsocialWork'Chicago:LyceumBooks'Thisbookexploresthe
relationshipbetweenculturaldiversity,oppression,andsocialchangeandtheir
implications fot 'otilt 

*o'tt' The culturalli grounded perspective developed by

the authors dt"';;;;tt'fic ways of helpitig '"d 
integrates these methods into

social work practice, policy' and research' ih" book rnoves beyond a limited

cultural awareness 'pp'otth 
to social work practice with diverse groups'

Sardar, Ziauddin, ""a 
rL'ln v"n Loon (2004). lntroducing cultural studies' Thriplow,

Royston,UK:IconBooks.Thisprimerpresentsanoverviewoftheorigins,main
ideasandconcePts,internationaltreatment,andleadingtheoristsincultural
studies.

Sisneros,Jose,etat.(zooa).CriticalMulticulturalsocialWork.Chicago:Lyceum
Books. rrro u".i"*flo.., -,rt,i.ultural social work from a critical perspective

and emphasiz"' lt"td reflection on the part of the social worker' It examines

oppression ""d 
;;"*ny across multiple dimensions and presents a mechanism

for rriewing the intersectionality of multiple oppressions'


